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Just as Alice, when she first walked through the looking glass, found 
herself in a new and whimsical world, so we found ourselves as 
though caught up on some magic time machine, fitted fantastically 
with a reverse.

Governor of Bengal, Lord Ronaldshay, upon reaching  
Bhutan in 1921

The media are not just watchdogs of society, they are changing society 
itself. Media are constructing new realities and values.

Siok Sian Pek-Dorji, Media Impact Study, 2008
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prologue

Crowning a King

Bhutan’s Dragon King takes the Raven Crown, a bird’s head deco-
rated with skulls, and holds it steady above his smoothly handsome 
28-year-old son. It is a few seconds short of 8.31 am, on 6 November 
2008, the eighth day of the ninth month of the Earth Male Rat Year, 
deemed by royal soothsayers to be highly auspicious. The air swirls 
about them, dense with incense. Bearing witness inside the small 
13th-century chamber are 70 VVIPs (Very Very Important Persons) 
and members of Bhutan’s extended royal family.

On the roof above, boy monks blow antique horns in a cacophony 
of sound that bounces around the stone walls and soars over the 
country’s capital, Thimphu.

Across the kingdom of 630,000 people, villagers crowd into 
homes lucky enough to have one of the country’s 47,000 televi-
sion sets, while some yak herders, high in rocky crags, listen to the 
radio commentary streaming live through their mobile phones. 
Introduced just four years ago, the mobile phone became an instant 
success and now more than 250,000 Bhutanese own one – more 
than a third of the population. This ancient mystical ceremony is 
the country’s first modern media event, and the latest technologies 
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are taking it live to the most remote corners of the kingdom.
To the people of Bhutan, the coronation of this new young King 

marks the end of life as they have known it. In the past year, King Jigme 
Singye Wangchuck, known affectionately as the Fourth King, handed 
much of his power over to the first democratically elected government, 
and created the country’s first constitution. Placing the crown on his 
son’s head is his last, final duty.

After 30 years of rule, today he will withdraw from public life to 
spend his remaining years with his four wives, relaxing and medi-
tating. Many Bhutanese cannot imagine life without their beloved 
Fourth King in charge, and some are in tears as they watch or listen 
to the ceremony. No longer will he make all the decisions for the 
country – there is a new government and a new King to do that – and 
for his loyal subjects the future looks frighteningly uncertain.

During his reign the Fourth King guided his tiny kingdom into 
the 21st century. The country is peaceful, more prosperous and better 
educated than when he took over in 1972 at the age of just 17. Bhutan 
has its own well-developed culture – utterly unique – and protects 
it fiercely. The Fourth King identified shortcomings in the Gross 
National Product measure of other countries, and instead created for 
his people the Buddhist-inspired concept of Gross National Happiness 
(GNH) as his country’s measure of wealth, which has brought inter-
national curiosity and immense national pride.

By any measure the Fourth King has been a dynamic and successful 
ruler. His heir, King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck, the fifth 
Druk Gyalpo (Dragon King), will face entirely different challenges. 
As he takes the throne, Bhutan is not only striding forward as a new 
democracy but also rocketing into the information age. Along with 
mobile phones, Bhutan is rolling out a broadband internet network 
and satellite television, thereby opening its doors to an outside world 
drunk on consumerism, celebrity culture and Western excesses. The 
noise is shrill and raucous as it seeps into this peaceful feudal country, 
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where nearly 10 per cent of the population are monks and nuns.
The new monarch, who from today will be referred to as the Fifth 

King, is expected to lead his people through these modern challenges, 
while showing the same wisdom and compassion as his forefathers. 
He is expected to provide moral authority, yet remain above politics. 
While the Fourth King established the pillars of the new democracy, 
it will be the Fifth King who will shape a new role for the monarchy; 
lead his unworldly people into the future; and, most importantly, in 
this last bastion of Vajrayana Buddhism, take responsibility for the 
spiritual advancement of his people.

The Fifth King understands the sacredness of his position. The 
Bhutanese believe it is his karma to receive this legacy: it reflects 
spiritual attainments and connections from his previous lives. As 
a Buddhist King, he is a modern-day dharma protector, ensuring 
Buddhism is nurtured and allowed to flourish among his people. It 
is both a practical and an inspirational role, without Western equiva-
lent. Bhutanese historian and author Tshering Tashi writes that the 
responsibility is so great that no ordinary person would want the role.

Despite its public transfer of power, the coronation is also a 
moment of quiet intimacy for father and son. The two men are close, 
often photographed holding hands. When the auspicious moment 
arrives, the Fourth King places the crown gently upon his son’s head 
then steps away, leaving the new ruler alone on the throne. Other 
members of the royal family file up to pay homage, offering white 
scarves and a formal bow. First, the Queen Grandmother, stooped 
and serene, followed by the Queen Mothers. They are four beautiful 
sisters who married the Fourth King in one big ceremony. Each lives 
in her own royal palace, and they have always been treated equally. 
To avoid upsetting this harmonious status quo, from this moment on 
they will all assume the title of Queen Mother.

They greet their new King in order of seniority, eldest to 
youngest. When it comes the turn of the third, the Fifth King’s birth 
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mother, she cannot resist reaching up to the throne and cupping her 
son’s cheek in her palm. It is quickly over, an almost imperceptible 
gesture of tenderness and maternal pride, unnoticed by the VVIPs 
inside the chamber but broadcast live around the nation on BBS, the 
Bhutan Broadcasting Service. For villagers to see either of the Kings 
in living, breathing colour on a box inside the home is still a novelty. 
To be taken inside the private chamber of Tashichhodzong to see the 
whole royal family undergoing this ancient ritual is a jaw-dropping 
experience.

Outside, the international media shiver in a corner of the court-
yard. It is quite a crowd: Reuters, Associated Press, British newspaper 
The Independent, Radio America, a US documentary team, Vanity 
Fair, OK! from Thailand and Glamour from Germany, Indian news-
papers and television, Japanese television, The Sydney Morning Herald, 
and me, an Australian journalist living in Bhutan.

This is the first time Bhutan has invited the international press 
to cover an event, and government officials are both welcoming and 
wary. Bhutan, which for centuries was closed to outsiders, has opened 
its borders a little, but is still highly suspicious of Western ways. The 
foreign media have been issued with national costumes to ensure that 
we do not lower the tone of the day. All of us were up before dawn to 
be helped into these formal garments, which the Bhutanese happily 
wear every day. Women journalists and photographers are covered 
neck to toe in colourful kiras, densely woven cloth wrapped tightly 
around the body. The men are in ghos, which resemble wildly striped 
dressing-gowns: these are worn belted at the waist, leaving a billowing 
pocket at the front. We have been herded into a secluded area, out of 
everyone’s way, and been told to stay here.

Barefoot dancers with curtains of yak hair covering their faces 
enter the courtyard and leap around in the frosty morning like 
mad, drunken sprites. Monks follow, carrying colourful parasols. A 
farmer parades a snowy-white sheep with an extra horn coming out 
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of its nose, which looks macabre but is considered very auspicious, 
and therefore a gift befitting a King on this grandest of days. The air 
is filled with the hypnotic chanting of hundreds of monks, a deep 
rumbling that we can feel in our bones. When they stop, there is a 
vacuum of sound that leaves our ears ringing.

As the sun sets on Coronation Day and the new King finally goes 
home to his palace, the pace is quickening in the offices of Bhutan 
Observer.

There is an eight-page pictorial wraparound to finish, multiple 
stories about the day’s festivities to lay out and, when the editors aren’t 
looking, Facebook pages to update with personal comments about 
this momentous occasion. The kitchen staff bring another round of 
sweet tea, momos and raw, whole chillies, to keep everyone going. The 
atmosphere is industrious but also elated. It is the controlled panic of 
a newsroom as it approaches deadline on a big news day.

Overwhelmed with the high emotion of it all, the features editor 
pokes his head out of the window and whoops loudly into the night. 
A few minutes later four unsmiling policemen appear in the office 
and chastise him for unruly behaviour. What if a foreign dignitary 
saw you, they ask. He tries to argue but gives up, hanging his head in 
shame until they’re gone.

After the three days of celebrations the rest of the international 
press will leave, but I’m lucky enough to stay. I’m two months into 
a 12-month posting as media consultant to Bhutan Observer, a new 
weekly, bilingual newspaper. This is a pivotal moment in the coun-
try’s history: the kingdom is famously secretive, and inviting the 
world press to report on the coronation is but one indication that 
there has been a fundamental change in the way they do things. As 
Bhutan offers the outside world a glimpse into its traditions, it is also 
opening itself up to scrutiny within the country, through a growing 
independent media.
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The country is suddenly awash with fresh-faced, untrained young 
reporters, poking their noses into other people’s business, asking 
inappropriate questions of their elders and exposing some of the soci-
ety’s underbelly. Many don’t like it. Others are in shock or denial as 
the newspapers reveal staggering figures for domestic violence, high-
level corruption and rampant alcoholism, which are so obviously at 
odds with the country’s Buddhist values. It is not how the Bhutanese 
see themselves or want the outside world to see them. Some are 
unsure if the press should be allowed to write about such unpleasant 
topics – how can reporters ask such rude questions of their superiors? 
It’s just not Bhutanese, they say. The move to democracy and modern 
media is requiring many adjustments.

Nevertheless, this country of mystical, tantric rites, where the King 
is a deity and yogis still retreat to caves, is embracing the information 
age on its own terms – often with an ethical rigour and sophistication 
that we in industrialised countries could learn from. Newspapers, the 
internet and mobile phones are opening up a vast new public space 
where, for the first time, Bhutanese citizens are discussing things that 
matter to them. This little Himalayan kingdom faces many of the same 
challenges as we do, but their responses come from a different philo-
sophical and cultural wellspring. The country is only just emerging 
from the feudal system, and joining the modern world in an intellec-
tually and spiritually robust way. It is compelling to watch.
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A Truly Bhutanese Newspaper

Bhutan Observer is owned by Tenzin Wangdi, 47, and his wife, 
Phuntsho Wangmo, 38. Tenzin is the head of the company while 
Phuntsho, who looks after the day-to-day running of the newspaper, 
is very much its heart.

I first came to know this remarkable family in 2002 when my 
partner, Mal Watson, was producing the film Travellers & Magicians, 
written and directed by Dzongsar Jamyang Khyentse Rinpoche, a 
highly revered Bhutanese lama who travels the world teaching on 
Buddhism and also makes movies. Phuntsho worked as production 
secretary and, while Mal came and went from remote locations during 
shooting, our baby daughter Kathryn and I lived with her family on 
the outskirts of Thimphu. She has four adult sisters and one of them 
is married to her husband’s brother. Kathryn and I spent four months 
in their large interconnected household, treated partly as honoured 
guests, partly as honorary cousins.

One night in 2002, while drinking too much Bhutanese whisky 
with Phuntsho and Tenzin, we talked late into the night about what it 
might be like to run a newspaper in Bhutan. The country had only one 
newspaper, the government-owned Kuensel, which had been around 
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for more than 30 years. Tenzin and his older brother were already 
in the printing business, publishing prayer books for monasteries 
and school texts. They saw newspapers as a natural extension of that 
business.

It was just idle, fanciful talk until early in 2006, when the Fourth 
King unexpectedly invited the public to submit proposals to launch 
private newspapers. His vision for Bhutan to become a democracy 
required a vibrant, independent media that would hold the govern-
ment to account. The family had a month to put together a proposal. 
To their great surprise, they were successful. Mal and I had returned 
to Sydney when Phuntsho emailed us to announce she had given birth 
to a baby boy and a newspaper.

The Fourth King had granted two licences for weekly news-
papers to be printed in English as well as in the national language, 
Dzongkha, and distributed nationally. A consortium of 24 wealthy 
businesspeople was licensed to publish Bhutan Times, and Phuntsho’s 
family was licensed to publish Bhutan Observer.

The family is neither poor nor rich, but somewhere comfortably 
in between, owning the printing business as well as a hardware shop. 
Like most middle-class Bhutanese, they have maids and employ a 
full-time weaver in their home, but they don’t go on buying trips to 
Thailand to furnish their homes or buy CD players and modern appli-
ances like the very wealthy. They live modestly, hanging their clothes 
on nails in the walls and spending their holidays visiting their village, 
three days’ travel to the east.

Before starting Bhutan Observer, they had no experience of media 
beyond publishing prayer books, watching BBS and occasionally 
reading Kuensel. They had little interest in politics and no friends in 
government. Yet suddenly they found themselves about to launch a 
newspaper.

The country’s only trained journalists already worked at Kuensel, 
so the family looked around for capable people in their social circles. 
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One stood out: Dr Sonam Kinga, who at 33 could speak eight 
languages, had authored several highly respected books and trans-
lated Sophocles’ play Antigone into Dzongkha. For a brief moment he 
was also one of Bhutan’s most recognisable faces, acting as the monk 
in Travellers & Magicians.

What he lacked in media experience he more than made up for 
in intelligence, education and a sophisticated worldview, which he 
developed while studying in Japan and Canada. The family appealed 
to his desire to help Bhutan through the growing pains of democracy, 
and he agreed to come on board – but only for a year. Ultimately he 
wanted a bigger role in the new democracy: he intended to stand for 
election to the country’s National Council.

The family made Dr Kinga founding editor-in-chief. His first task 
was to train staff in a job he didn’t know. He interviewed arts gradu-
ates of the new Royal University of Bhutan and asked them to write 
an essay on the role of media in a democracy. Those best able to write 
in English were invited for interviews.

Senior journalist Tandin Pem, 23, remembers her interview. Dr 
Kinga asked what stories she would cover in a village. Tandin replied, 
‘I will report on sale of maize, tengma [corn flakes] and other items.’ 
She got the job. The rest of the staff were mostly relatives and looked 
after distribution, advertising, marketing and layout, figuring out 
how to do their jobs as they went along. The family invited monks to 
the office to perform pujas – a Buddhist blessing of chanting, waving 
incense and blowing trumpets – to dispel obstacles and ensure a 
harmonious beginning.

The first editions of Bhutan Observer were cobbled together in June 
2006 behind Thimphu’s main street in a ramshackle wooden hut 
with gaps in the floorboards, which sat atop a sea of mud. Dzongsar 
Khyentse Rinpoche wrote a feature for the launch issue about whether 
Buddhists could kill cockroaches. (The short answer is no.) There 
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were also photos of Her Royal Highness Princess Ashi Sonam Dechan 
Wangchuck launching the newspaper, and a variety of businesses paid 
for space to wish the newspaper well.

The rest of the newspaper was devoted to the country’s elections, 
featuring photos of farmers and villagers sitting under trees as they 
discussed what democracy might mean. Other articles explained how 
to vote and who the different candidates were, and gave news on the 
Fourth King. The weekly paper had 14 pages and an initial ambi-
tious print run of 15,000 across the two editions. It cost 10 ngultrum 
(Nu.10), or about A$0.27.

After the first newspapers started hitting the streets of Thimphu 
and reaching the remote villages, the family set about deter-
mining a specific vision for the newspaper. There was more to this 
than just a printing business; they had a social responsibility. How 
could they do that justice? What did it mean? They knew what they 
didn’t want – celebrity scandals, page-three girls, and Hollywood or 
Bollywood starlets. That would not benefit their society. So how could 
a newspaper perform within the context of the nation’s prevailing 
Buddhist principles? How could they reflect and reinforce the best 
of Bhutan? How could they provide a counterpoint to outside culture 
coming in through Indian television?

Phuntsho and Tenzin invited some of Bhutan’s most respected 
intellectuals, from senior monks to teachers, to be part of a conclave 
to help them work it out. None were businesspeople: Phuntsho and 
Tenzin weren’t thinking in terms of profit. Rather, the family wanted 
their newspaper to benefit the community, so they chose people who 
were well known for their integrity and wisdom.

After a day of lively discussion they ended up with a thoroughly 
Bhutanese mission statement for their newspaper.
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Bhutan Observer guiding principles

That all things exist in interdependence is an age-old wisdom, and 
we at Bhutan Observer truly believe in this. We recognise that we are 
an integral part of this society and have a role to play in reporting 
the news in a fair and balanced way. Our sole objective is to uphold 
and strengthen the values and principles that bind this small but 
great kingdom together. We are a voice with a conscience, and 
our efforts are aimed at enriching people’s lives through un biased 
content intended to inform, educate and entertain.

The world is in constant flux, often changing at a confusing pace, 
and only through recognising our relationship with our surround-
ings and by active participation in events that shape our lives can we 
create conditions for a positive future. As a media agency, it is our 
honour to provide opportunity for such reflection and interaction.

From the start, Phuntsho wanted ‘a truly Bhutanese news-
paper’ – Bhutanese voices telling Bhutanese stories, not material 
downloaded from the internet. She felt there was enough coverage 
of international news and celebrity on cable television. She wanted 
stories about daily life in Bhutan. She built up a team of reporters 
in Thimphu, and four rural correspondents provided a stream of 
fascinating features from the villages: the town where men believe 
their wives have crooked vaginas; the ghost that lives in a rock; 
and the elderly couple doing a three-year pilgrimage around the 
country, falling to their knees at each step to lay their forehead on 
the ground.

The decorative icons of each section, or dinkuses as they are 
known in newspaper rooms, are distinctly Bhutanese. The opinion 
page is represented by a lit butter lamp to symbolise the illumination 
brought to difficult issues; the features page uses a face removing a 
mask to symbolise showing us ourselves; and an insights page, the 
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spiritual heart of the paper, has a decorative sword to symbolise 
cutting through delusion to achieve clarity and wisdom.

Mal and I followed the newspaper launch from our home in Sydney. 
Mal had finished Travellers & Magicians and was marketing it around 
the world, and I had written A Baby in a Backpack to Bhutan, a memoir 
about the making of the film, and had started teaching various jour-
nalism subjects at university. Phuntsho sent us the first editions of 
Bhutan Observer, which Mal and I pored over, before emailing back 
our comments. For the next 18 months we continued to swap emails 
about Bhutan Observer’s progress and family news. Then Phuntsho 
had an idea. Would the three of us consider coming to Bhutan for a 
year? Mal and I could help her and Tenzin navigate this brave new 
world of media, and I could teach journalism skills to the reporters 
and editors.

It was an intriguing idea and we were considering it when one 
afternoon, as we sat in traffic on Parramatta Road, Kathryn, aged six, 
asked from the back seat:

‘Want longer lasting sex?’
She was reading aloud from a lurid red and yellow billboard 

spruiking a dodgy nasal spray.
‘What does that mean?’ she asked.
Mal and I looked at each other. We could leave behind Sydney 

traffic jams and consumer culture, to spend a year with Phuntsho’s 
family working on their new newspaper?

Yes please.
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Excellent Abundance

Bhutan is a landlocked country of about 47,000 square kilome-
tres – roughly the size of Switzerland. Wedged between China and 
India, it is like a pebble between two massive boulders. Only eight 
pilots in the world are qualified to fly into Paro, weaving around the 
5,500-metre peaks and skimming above farmhouse roofs to land at 
what the Daily Mail has called the world’s most dangerous airport.

Phuntsho picks us up, and the first hint that Bhutan has moved 
into the communications age are the two mobile phones dangling 
from lanyards around her neck. Five years ago her family was one of 
the few households in Thimphu to have a landline phone. It was on an 
impossibly long, tangled cord, which the family carried up and down 
the stairs, only for the connection to drop out. Now mobile phones 
are so commonplace that Phuntsho has one to make calls and one 
to receive calls, thereby getting the best of both deals offered by two 
competing phone carriers. As we bounce along the national highway 
in the company jeep, she keeps in touch with her printers, monitoring 
the progress of the week’s new edition as it rolls off the presses.

Thimphu, Bhutan’s capital, sits in a high-altitude valley surrounded 
by slopes covered in cypress and pine. People live in suburbs scattered 
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along a winding river, the Wang Chhu, lined with willows. I notice 
satellite dishes on house roofs or half-hidden in garden shrubbery. 
They are illegal and prolific.

Phuntsho has organised everything. Kathryn will attend school 
with her ten-year-old daughter, Renee. The Bhutanese government 
won’t give working visas to both halves of a couple, so this time 
Mal will be the full-time parent. The United Nations Development 
Program will pay me a subsistence wage for three months, and after 
that … well, Phuntsho says she will figure something out. She has 
rented us a three-bedroom apartment a street away from hers in Lower 
Motithang, a middle-class suburb full of similar apartment blocks. 
There is a small grocery shop on the ground floor, and our apartment 
is up four flights of stairs. She has borrowed enough furnishings from 
her extended family for us to be comfortable. Kathryn’s wardrobe is 
a grey office filing cabinet, and we sleep under a doona covered in 
pictures of WWII tattoos.

Our living room has a wall of windows. It takes us just two days 
to realise that this is a problem: the apartment block next door is so 
close – a couple of metres away – that neighbours over three levels 
can see right in. Once they discover that foreigners have moved in, we 
become their favourite pastime. They line up at their windows to watch 
us. Westerners who make it to Bhutan usually come to trek on one of 
its world-renowned mountains. They might spend a day in Thimphu 
buying souvenirs in the main street, but they don’t move in next door.

At first we smile politely and wave back, hoping our novelty will 
wear off. It doesn’t and we feel like exhibits in a zoo. We learn to live 
with the curtains closed.

Phuntsho drives us to a shop in the main street to buy Kathryn’s 
uniform for Sunshine School. It is an Aladdin’s cave of interconnecting 
rooms with towering bundles of woven cloth lining every wall. The 
woman behind the counter asks the name of Kathryn’s school and her 
age, and then pulls out a pale pink silk undershirt, called the wonju, 
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which has no buttons or zips but sleeves that reach to her knees. Over 
the top of this, the woman wraps a green, purple and pink striped 
kira, whipping it back and forth, making folds at the front and back, 
tucking and poking, then securing at the shoulders with large pink 
nappy pins. Kathryn is fascinated.

Another woman brings a long woven belt in pink and green stripes. 
She tells Kathryn to breathe in as they wrap it round and round her 
waist, pulling tightly. When I protest they just laugh, telling me it has 
to be tight, very tight. It is the Bhutanese way. Finally they produce 
a toego, the jacket, which is the same vivid green as the stripe in the 
kira. They roll the undershirt’s long sleeves back over the jacket cuffs, 
and after some more tucking and poking, pin the jacket closed with 
another nappy pin.

Kathryn looks gorgeous – elegant and exotic, all three feet of her. 
This is my school uniform, she mouths to Mal and me, her eyes large 
and round. It sure beats the navy skirt and yellow shirt of her Sydney 
primary school.

On the first school morning, Phuntsho and Renee come over to 
show us how to re-create this ensemble. I take notes and draw diagrams. 
Start on the right at the back. First corner on the left shoulder, wrap 
back and around, pin, drape, fold. Pin at the right shoulder. Tuck. 
Secure back fold. Wrap the belt tightly. Create a pocket at the chest. 
The flap should be at the front on the left. If it’s on the right, you’ve 
blown it. Start again. It is like a Rubik’s cube made out of fabric, and I 
start to dread being left alone in a room with one. Phuntsho promises 
that she and Renee will come every morning before school until we 
are confident we can do it on our own.

A few minutes’ walk from our new home is Changangkha Lhakhang, 
a stunning 12th-century temple where mothers bring their children 
to be blessed. They climb the ancient stone steps, carrying offerings 
of butter for the lamps. Old women spend daylight hours shuffling 
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around the temple, spinning prayer wheels as they go, sending bless-
ings into the world. Phuntsho brought me here in 2002 when Mal was 
away filming and Kathryn was an eight-month-old baby who wouldn’t 
sleep. I remember climbing the 108 worn stone steps, passing other 
women, babies tied to their backs with shawls. Kathryn and I were 
near demented from lack of sleep but after that visit we both slept 
like … babies. I have a big soft spot for this lhakhang.

Phuntsho brings us here before our first workday to make offer-
ings and light butter lamps. She seeks blessings for Kathryn as she 
starts at her new school, and makes aspirations that together she and 
I may bring compassion and wisdom to the newspaper office.

Bhutan Observer takes up the top two floors of a new building at the 
end of Thimphu’s main street, Norzin Lam. There are about 50 people 
on staff. Founding editor-in-chief Dr Sonam Kinga has moved on to 
government as he had hoped. The newspaper has had two editors-in-
chief in the two years since, and is currently run by Needrup Zangpo, 
a former researcher in the Ministry of Education. He has little media 
experience, but he is passionate about the newspaper and is learning 
the job by doing it.

The reporters, men and women in their early 20s, work at computers 
in partitioned work stations, while the section editors (news, features 
and arts), all men in their 30s, have small glass-walled offices. There 
is a little balcony, out of view of the editors, where two-thirds of the 
staff sneak off for a cigarette. Bhutan made world headlines when it 
became the world’s first non-smoking nation in December 2004, with 
the sale of tobacco declared to be illegal. Three months later it banned 
smoking in public spaces. The fine is Nu.10,900, or A$300, the equiva-
lent of two months’ salary for the average civil servant. The ban hasn’t 
stopped smoking, just increased its rebellious appeal; cigarettes are 
bought in India and sold on the black market. Smoking is popular 
among the reporters and marketing staff.
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I work closely with Phuntsho, writing business proposals and 
discussing all the challenges faced by a fledgling media mogul in this 
new democracy. I imagine some are the headaches of media proprie-
tors everywhere. Others are uniquely hers.

Editorial isn’t meeting the Thursday-night deadline. Two govern-
ment departments haven’t paid their advertising bills this month, 
so it will be a struggle to pay staff. She doesn’t have enough cars 
to deliver the newspapers around Thimphu. Distribution to other 
parts of the country is taking days, so our news is old by the time it 
arrives, whereas Kuensel owns a printing press in the east, so their 
news is always fresh. The Dzongkha edition is expensive to produce 
and attracts no advertising, but the licence requires the company to 
continue to publish it.

Phuntsho is full of ideas to make the newspaper better, but she 
doesn’t have enough staff. She needs reporters, editors for the different 
sections, and IT personnel for a new webpage. There are rumours of 
new newspapers coming, which will compete for the already limited 
numbers of readers, advertisers and staff.

The name Phuntsho Wangmo means ‘powerful mother of excellent 
abundance’, and it suits her. She and her husband share a grand vision for 
the newspaper. While Tenzin previously ran the printing presses of his 
family’s publishing company, her own background is in hotel manage-
ment. She worked for a year at a famous 15th-century hotel in Austria, 
known for accommodating Mozart, before returning to Bhutan to run 
the family’s hardware shop. While she has no experience in media, she 
recognises its power and possibilities. She is also one of those people who 
are successful in whatever they choose to do. It’s a combination of ideas, 
energy and a terrier-like quality – she just doesn’t give up.

She starts her day before dawn in the shrine room of her apart-
ment, saying prayers and making offerings, as a way to counteract 
the human habit of selfishness and instead to practise giving. Every 
morning she reaffirms her commitment to benefit all sentient beings 
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and it’s in that frame of mind that she arrives at the office. I marvel at 
it every day.

Phuntsho puts me in an office next door to hers, and most morn-
ings she calls me in to discuss a new idea that has occurred overnight. 
Anything could have triggered it – a news story on BBS news the 
previous evening, a chance remark from another parent as she drops 
her daughter at school, or something that’s happening in her extended 
family.

One morning she is worried about education. How can we improve 
the children’s pages? What do children need? How can we get them 
involved, encourage them? Before her handbag hits her desk we are 
planning new puzzles and listing possible sponsors to provide free 
copies to schools.

Another morning she is unhappy that young people moving to 
Thimphu are losing respect for the traditional life of the farmer. ‘How 
can the newspaper reawaken respect for our farmers?’ she asks. ‘They 
are the real Bhutanese.’

After a visit to Thimphu’s glamorous new five-star, Indian-owned 
Taj Tashi hotel, she is concerned that Buddhist symbols are being 
used as decorations. The reception desk is adorned with a painting 
of Buddha’s head, door handles are designed to resemble ceremo-
nial trumpets, and a fountain is in the shape of a huge butter lamp. 
The experience crystallises something that has been annoying her 
for weeks. She points out that a Thimphu meat shop has taken the 
name OM, the sacred Sanskrit word. Bhutanese airline stewardesses 
are wearing half-kiras with modern toegos. Phuntsho thinks they look 
more Thai than Bhutanese.

‘We must stop this cultural dilution. It is not good for Bhutan,’ 
she says. We plan a lift-out about Bhutanese culture, inviting spiritual 
leaders and government ministers to contribute.

When I’m not with Phuntsho I run weekly writing workshops, 
attend news conferences and edit stories for the newspaper. On 
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deadline night, Thursday, I sit with the editors, suggesting headings 
and captions and helping to lay out pages.

I have to constantly adjust my understanding of news principles 
with the Bhutanese view of the world. Sometimes I find myself in a 
parallel universe, trying to rationally discuss the news value of some-
thing completely non-rational.

One Thursday evening we discuss a caption for a photo of a baby 
born with four arms. I see the child and feel sad, thinking in terms 
of deformity and disability. But I realise with surprise that the arts 
editor is thinking in terms of the divine: he sees the baby as a form of 
the Buddhist deity Mahakala, who is often depicted with four arms. 
Mahakala represents ultimate reality and is highly revered, so having 
Mahakala in your family is a gift. The news value in the story is to 
celebrate the child’s sacredness.

The discussion reminds Needrup of a Kuensel story a few years 
earlier. A boy from the country’s east was recognised as the rein-
carnation of his family’s bull, which had died ten years earlier. As a 
toddler he used to climb down the stairs to where the animals slept. 
His parents would find him in the morning curled up asleep in the 
bull’s old pen. He had a very thick neck and even in Grade 5 preferred 
to walk on all fours. The boy would be about 14 now, and together 
we discuss what he might be like. Does he still behave like a bull? 
Needrup thinks it is time for a follow-up. A perfect story for Bhutan 
Observer’s feature pages.

Phuntsho has been planning a special magazine to celebrate 100 years 
of the Wangchuck dynasty to coincide with the coronation in two 
months, and she asks me to take over as editor. This is the com pany’s 
first attempt at producing a glossy magazine for sale, and if it works, 
they might do more. One of my first tasks is to write some advertise-
ments for potential advertisers. Phuntsho says people would like to 
buy space to praise the outgoing King and welcome the new King. 
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This is how Bhutanese businesses advertise – they don’t say come to 
our petrol station or visit our shop; they say we love our King. With 
absolutely no idea what I’m doing, I have a go at writing some copy: 
‘Congratulations to our glorious new King. May his reign be long and 
harmonious.’

I show it to Phuntsho. I can tell by her wan smile that it isn’t what 
she wanted. I haven’t fully appreciated the attitude to the King. I have 
to write more, much more. I have another go:

Humble felicitations to the wise and compassionate leadership 
of our ruling dynasty for all the glories of the past 100 years and 
welcome His Majesty Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck to the 
Dragon Throne. On the auspicious occasion of his coronation we, 
his loyal subjects, offer our unwavering dedication and devotion. 
Long may he reign. All glory to our beloved Druk Gyalpo.

Phuntsho grins when I show it to her. She says I’m beginning to 
get the hang of it. I come up with 100 variations, each more flowery 
than the last. My tributes are bought by businesses and families, even 
regions, wanting to publicly honour their new King. They pay for a 
quarter of a page, a half-page or a full page.

Stories for the magazine start to arrive from all directions, written 
by editors on the newspaper and freelance writers. A couple of them 
are interesting personal stories about meeting the Kings; others cover 
aspects of Bhutanese culture. In a management meeting we settle on 
a name for the magazine – Faces of Bhutan – accompanied by the 
tagline ‘Extraordinary stories of everyday people’.

Then we strike a major problem. Great stories, but the newspaper 
has no photos. It is a dreadful irony that tourists pour into the country 
with their Nikons and Leicas taking beautiful photos that fill their 
albums at home, yet there are few photos in Bhutan available to us. 
There are no photo agencies or professional Bhutanese photographers. 
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The newspaper’s photographer is self-taught, and his temperamental 
staff camera has only photos of MPs to go with newspaper stories. 
Tenzin says they will buy a decent SLR camera in Delhi and get 
someone to bring it across, but that will take time.

So I look on the internet. Vogue Australia recently ran a fashion 
shoot set in Bhutan. Japanese photographer Kenro Izu is having 
an exhibition in New York of photos taken in Bhutan. Flickr is full 
of photos taken by tourists with good cameras. I email them all, 
requesting permission to publish their photos in a new magazine but 
explaining we have no budget to pay for them. I am astounded at the 
goodwill and selflessness that comes winging back to me. Kenro Izu, 
who is recognised as one of the world’s best photographers, uploads for 
us his whole exhibition about to go on display in the Rubin Museum 
of Art – a series of breathtaking black-and-white portraits of the Fifth 
King, monks and reincarnate lamas. The Vogue photographers are 
just as helpful, sending photos of Bhutanese life: a mass of monks 
draped across whitewashed monastery steps, a gaudily decorated 
truck, leering animal masks on display in a shop. Such generosity is 
not normal behaviour in the publishing world. There is something 
about this little country, nestled in the clouds, that creates fond feel-
ings in everyone who visits. Normal rules of copyright and financial 
compensation need not apply. I love it.

Still, we need more photos of the Kings. The features editor phones 
the palace to explain our problem, and two days later the secretary to 
the Fifth King arrives with the latest MacBook under his arm. He 
shows us slide after slide of intimate family moments: the Kings infor-
mally holding hands, sitting on matching thrones or inside private 
rooms at the palace; the Fifth King playing archery, posing with his 
dogs, wearing a bear fur hat and cuddling a little girl with a bamboo 
tepee on her head. They are all fantastic – the Fifth King is genetically 
blessed and seems unable to take a bad photo. But to my journalist’s 
eye, what is even better is that they are all new. Most shops and homes 
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have the approved royal portraits on their walls, the same half-a-
dozen or so formal poses. But these photos show the King and royal 
family as never seen before.

The editors make a selection of 44 photos and it takes all my will-
power to shut up and leave the decision to them. I know my place: as 
a foreigner, it would be inappropriate for me to join in this discussion 
about their King.

Phuntsho hires Tashi, a graphic designer who works for the civil 
service by day and comes in late at night after I’ve gone home. I leave 
him piles of notes on a printout, and when I come in each morning 
there is a new page in my computer, beautifully laid out, ready to be 
edited.

I try to understand the Bhutanese aesthetic, and Tashi and I 
produce four possible covers. I lay them out on Tenzin’s coffee table 
for the editors and management to choose. They all pounce on the 
same one, which shows the Fifth King cuddling a little girl. They 
explain that she is from the remote Layap tribe, one of the poorest in 
the country. When I see the image through their eyes, it is indeed the 
winning shot. The affection between the child and the King says it all.

The finished Faces of Bhutan magazine is sent on a disc to Delhi to 
be printed on bright, white paper imported from Finland and trucked 
back to Thimphu. It is advertised in Bhutan Observer and sold in three 
Thimphu bookshops, as well as at the airport and a few tourist shops. 
It instantly creates a buzz.

Druk Air wants hundreds of copies for their planes. Druk Seed 
Corporation phones to request 20 copies. Two Japanese tourists 
wander up the three flights of stairs of the Bhutan Observer building 
and into Phuntsho’s office, looking to buy copies of this magazine they 
keep hearing about. Government departments chase the advertising 
staff for copies. The office maid, who can’t speak English or read, asks 
for a magazine because she heard the sweeper had one. Phuntsho is 
delighted and tells her she is an important part of Bhutan Observer so 
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of course she should have one.
But we really know it is a success when the Fourth King’s secretary 

rings and says His Majesty would like a copy. He had been visiting 
his third Queen when he saw a copy lying on her table and thought it 
looked ‘interesting’.

‘We’ve never sent anything to the King before,’ says Phuntsho, 
who drops everything and personally drives up the winding road 
above Thimphu to deliver a magazine to the palace gates. She doesn’t 
stop smiling for a week.


